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Category:Hindu texts Category:Sanskrit texts Category:Indian astrological texts Category:Parsi literatureHowdy! In this video, i will be showing you
all about the ZX Spectrum 2! A computer used in the 1980s and early 90s This computer is quite hard to find nowadays but... thats OK! the setlist is
totally worth having this! The only thing to be aware of is that the ZX Spectrum 2 is a revision and an improved version of the ZX Spectrum, which
was available in the 80s and early 90s. So... like with the ZX Spectrum, ZX Spectrum 2 is pretty unique and different from every other computer but
all in all... It's a great computer! Beside that, the ZX Spectrum 2 has a funny and funny story. In the 80s, the ZX Spectrum and the ZX Spectrum 2
were produced by two different companies. The ZX Spectrum was made by Sinclair. The ZX Spectrum 2 was made by a company called Acorn.
Many people look at this as two computer sets being "made by the same company" but the truth is, they are two computers made by two different
companies and they are worlds apart. Remember when i told you that the ZX Spectrum is pretty unique and special? That even applies to the ZX
Spectrum 2. The ZX Spectrum 2 was made by a different company than the ZX Spectrum... the ZX Spectrum 2 was made with Acorn as a top secret
project. They always planned to release the ZX Spectrum 2 and they always said, "When it comes out, it's the next ZX Spectrum" or something like
that. But Acorn never had the money to make the ZX Spectrum 2. So, the ZX Spectrum 2 was never released and it just was never made. But in 1991
they made a ZX Spectrum 2+ and that became a pretty famous computer. Thats why the ZX Spectrum 2 can be pretty rare today. Most people use the
ZX Spectrum 2+ today... and thats okay! thats why i told you to get the set... to show you the ZX Spectrum 2... Not the ZX Spectrum 2+! In the 80s,
Sinclair found
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